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The critical damage model developed in [1-3] does not need a fitting parameter since its hypotheses 

are physically-based: crack tips recognized as sharp notches with a radius proportional to their CTOD; 

variable crack tip radii as a function of the CTOD induced by each load cycle under VAL; corresponding 

crack growth steps with variable increments; damage not assumed to happen only at the element adjacent 

to the crack tip; fracture of the material element adjacent to the crack tip due to the fatigue damage it 

accumulated during its entire life; and notch-tip strain concentration effects described by Neuber, Molski-

Glinka, or the Linear rule, depending on the dominant stress state around the crack tip. A more general 

numerical load order model is proposed here, using strip-yield-based routines to calculate cycle-by-cycle 

the stress and strain profiles both before and ahead of the crack tip, accumulating damage ahead of the 

crack tip based on them, considering both residual stresses and eventual crack closure effects. Contrary to 

traditional strip-yield models [2], crack extension does not require an empirical da/dN equation based on 

Elber's Keff hypothesis. Instead, crack extension results from material elements that reached a critical 

damage according to Miner’s or to any other damage accumulation rule, properly applied to N 

procedures considering memory effects. The cycle-by-cycle interaction between strip-yield and critical 

damage routines would can then consider both closure and residual stress effects in the same numerical 

model: closure reduces the strain range  calculated at each material element at each load cycle, while 

residual stresses mainly affects the associated max. Since the strip-yield routines are able to calculate 

stresses and strains, both before and ahead of the crack tip, both closure and residual stress effects (and 

their mutual interaction) can be accounted for with this sensible methodology.  
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